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Abstract. Bronchoscopy examinations allow biopsy of pulmonary nodules with minimum risk for the patient. Even for experienced bronchoscopists, it is difficult to guide the bronchoscope to most distal lesions
and obtain an accurate diagnosis. This paper presents an image-based
codification of the bronchial anatomy for bronchoscopy biopsy guiding.
The 3D anatomy of each patient is codified as a binary tree with nodes
representing bronchial levels and edges labeled using their position on
images projecting the 3D anatomy from a set of branching points. The
paths from the root to leaves provide a codification of navigation routes
with spatially consistent labels according to the anatomy observes in
video bronchoscopy explorations. We evaluate our labeling approach as
a guiding system in terms of the number of bronchial levels correctly codified, also in the number of labels-based instructions correctly supplied,
using generalized mixed models and computer-generated data. Results
obtained for three independent observers prove the consistency and reproducibility of our guiding system. We trust that our codification based
on viewer’s projection might be used as a foundation for the navigation
guidance in bronchoscopy-based systems.
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Introduction

Suspicious pulmonary nodules might be diagnosed with a histopathologic analysis on a sample of biopsy tissue, which can be extracted in minimally invasive
bronchoscopic examinations. A main restraint of flexible bronchoscopy is the
difficulty to determine the best pathway to peripheral lesions. According to [1],
physician’s accuracy at defining proper 3D routes is only on the order of 40%
for ROIs located near airways at fourth generation or less, with errors beginning
as early as second generation.

Despite recent advances, a few novel endoscopy techniques seem to increase
diagnostic yield to 70-80% and still radiate the patient. The diagnostic yield
could be improved by reducing the radiation and costs and with the support of
imaging technologies which may better guide the physician to the target lesion.
Virtual bronchoscopic (VB) systems [2] are used to reconstruct computed
tomography (CT) data into three-dimensional representations of the tracheobronchial tree. VB systems allow for pairing virtual and real-time bronchoscopy,
being useful for guiding ultrathin bronchoscopes and other devices in diagnostic
interventions [3]. During exploration, indicating the planned path on the current
intra-operative video could increase the intervention efficiency whereas reducing
radiation to clinical staff. To accurately guide the operator across the planned
path, assisted navigation, such as electromagnetic [4], radial probe ultrasound
[5] or image-based virtual bronchoscopic navigation [6, 7], should identify in
intra-operative videos the different airway levels that VB follows.
According to Khan [3], the main advantage of virtual bronchoscopic navigation (VBN) whether electromagnetic navigation or radial probe ultrasound is
its lower cost including consumables. Furthermore, during the procedure, VBN
might provide information on the airways in cases where video bronchoscopic
frames do not display the tracheobronchial tree due to either blood, mucus or
airway swelling. The main disadvantage of VBN is the lack to capture the realtime information about both 3D position and directional guidance from the
operator point of view [3]. The codification of patient’s airways 3D anatomy
includes a labeling of the bronchial levels traversed across the navigation path.
This can help the operator to identify the path to follow and, as consequence,
to improve VBN intra-operative guidance.
The codification of patient’s airways 3D anatomy is a main point in the development of a computer-assisted system for diagnosis, treatment planning, and
follow-up of pulmonary diseases. Several works are concerned with the codification and matching for improving registration of 3D scans in assessment of
obstructive pulmonary diseases. Airways 3D anatomy is usually described as a
graph using the bifurcations and end-points of the segmentation skeleton [8]. The
variability across acquisitions and patients, as well as, imperfections in segmentation and skeletonization introduce missing and spurious branches that hamper
further matching and labelling of the constructed graphs. Usual solutions include
pruning of small skeleton branches [9] or tree-matching strategies able to cope
with topological changes [10, 11].
Concerning airways labeling, this process is mainly restricted to anatomical names identified by matching unlabeled airway trees to atlas-based labeled
models. Even for methods successfully handling topological changes of the airway tree [12], anatomical labeling in human airway trees is well defined up to the
segmental level. This restricts the number of labels to 20-32 bronchial segments
[10], is a major inconvenience for distal navigation in biopsy guiding. A recent
work [13] proved the feasibility of labeling at sub-segmental levels using spatial
3D information of branches.

In this paper, we present a graph-based codification of airways for guiding
bronchoscopy interventions in lung cancer biopsy procedures. Contrasting other
approaches, we use a graph structure to prune bifurcations introduced by imperfections in the segmentation and skeletonization. Our proposal uses geometrical
aspects (i.e. branching levels) of the segmentation skeleton to obtain an appropriate codification for guiding. Also, we label the airways using their position
in 2D images (quadrant-based approach), projected from the perspective of the
viewer which is obtained from virtual VB explorations. As far as we know, this is
the first work using virtual explorations to label airways according to their position in video-bronchoscopy 2D frames. We provide a sub-segmental personalized
labeling to generate intuitive routing instructions for physicians.
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Codification of Airways Navigation Paths

A navigation path across airways can be given by the sequence of the navigated
bronchial levels labeled in such a way that the branch to follow is identified into
intra-operative bronchoscopy videos. The complete structure of all bronchial
levels is represented using a graph with nodes. This structure is defined by
bronchial levels and edges labeled according to the position that bronchi would
have in bronchoscopic explorations.
Airways are tubular structures with their geometry determined by the centerline given by bronchi lumen center. The airways centerlines correspond to
the skeleton of segmented volumes, and they allow the construction of a treebased structure on bronchi branching. The skeleton of a segmented volume is
encoded using the Kerschnitzki et al. [14] approach, where a graph represents its
branching geometry using nodes and edges. For instance, this approach was previously used to segment airways amongst match CT-videos bronchial structure
with encoded airways, using landmarks in the anatomical structure [15, 16].
The nodes of the graph correspond to the skeleton branching points and its
edges represent branch connectivity. The Depth-First Search (DFS) algorithm
considers the trachea as the root node, and it allows directs the graph to depth
levels; this allows associate a level for each of its nodes to define a binary rooted
tree structure. DFS also defines the relationship parent/children each time a
bronchi branch is found, being the bifurcations before skeleton end-points the
leaves of the tree. This parent/children relationship lets encoding the tree structure using two adjacency matrices, see Fig. 1, for fast computing of graph operations (e.g. cycle detection, graph matching, maximum flow, and others). The
first matrix represents the node tree connectivity in a binary matrix, and the
second one is a matrix of 3D segments that keeps the list of 3D skeleton points
(i.e. (x, y, z) ∈ R3 ) that connect each pair of adjacent nodes. Each position in
the matrix of 3D segments is composed by a list of equally spaced points.
Skeleton false branches that not belong at bronchial anatomy, introduce extra
nodes in the graph structure that hinder the codification of bronchial levels.
These branches correspond to intermediate nodes of first order (i.e. with only
one child), in the adjacency matrix connecting two nodes, namely vi , vj , of
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Fig. 1. Binary and segments matrices codifying airway anatomy as rooted tree. The
colored positions in both matrices, represent the parent/children relationship.

different order (either a leaf or a node of order two). Intermediate nodes are
deleted from the two adjacency matrices removing their rows and columns, and
updating the position i, j with the adjacency information and the list of skeleton
points connecting vi , vj .
A navigation route is defined as a node sequence vk0 , vk1 , . . . vkj−1 , vkj , connecting a leaf node (vkj ) with the root (vk0 ). A final navigation path inside
the segmented volume is the collection of skeleton 3D points extracted from the
matrix of 3D segments by considering the entrances given by (k0, k1), . . . , (kj −
1, kj). To provide an edge labeling consistent with intra-operative visual information, a navigation route was simulated. This route is created across the
segmented volume and projects the segmented 3D geometry at each traversed
bronchial level to obtain a collection of virtual images of the intra-operative
path. The position of the projected bronchi in such virtual images provides our
edge labeling for intuitive routing.
Then, in a navigation route, to each pair of consecutive nodes, vk−1 , vk , a
camera is placed in one of the skeleton points at a given distance dk from the
end node vk . This distance permits capture the complete border of lumen’s
border for bifurcations. Next, the camera target point is set to vk , and the up
vector is accumulated during path traversal (i.e roll axis) using the FrenetSerret
frame. Also, the camera field of view is set to 120◦ to ensure full visibility of
geometry in virtual frames. Accordingly, dk varies on each segment being set to
0.2 × dist(vk−1 , vk ). The scene projected at each level is given by the following
simplified representation of the essential bronchial 3D structure. We project two
1
2
lines from vk to its children nodes vk+1
and vk+1
, called S1 and S2 respectively.
This allows a clear identification of the lines in virtual images, each projected

line has a different primary color, red and green. Thus, each line is codified in a
different RGB channel.
To label each projected line, the virtual image is split into four quadrants
centered at the projected position of vk . Since quadrants represent the spatial distribution of airway lumens in bronchoscopic frames during traversal of
bronchial levels, each projected segment will be labeled according to the quadrant it belongs to. Then for each point of the projected segment, the position of
the quadrant they belong to is computed. For this, the mode and average values
are considered. The mode indicates the predominant quadrant where each segment belongs. When two or three segments lie on the same quadrant, they are
counterclockwise ordered according to their average.
The labeling process is described in the visual scheme shown in Fig. 2. Figure
shows an outline of airways and a navigation path with its branching nodes
labeled. The figure also displays a camera positioned at distance dk from the
node vk , and the segments S1, S2 colored in red and green respectively. The
rectangular images show the simplified scene projected over the complete airway
anatomy. The most left image is split into four colored quadrants: Q1 =red,
Q2 =green, Q3 =yellow, Q4 =blue, to illustrate that S1 lies in Q1 and S2 in Q2 .
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Fig. 2. Edge Labelling Procedure: the camera captures an image at distance dk from
the vk , projecting lines to children at level k + 1. Image is split into quadrants to label
line segments S1 , S2 .

Using edge labels, navigation paths are encoded with a set of spatial instructions specified by the labels of the edges linking path nodes, Q1 -Q3 -Q1 -Q2 Q4 . This agrees to route a path with instructions (up/right/left/down at every
branch) which are natural for physicians [17]. Such instructions mean “at first
bifurcation take the first quadrant, after the third, . . . , and so on”. Since these
instructions are not intuitive to follow during an intervention, we replace quadrant names for upper-right, upper-left, lower-left and lower-right indicating each
quadrant in a more natural language.
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Experiments and Discussion

The capabilities of our labeling for bronchoscopy guiding were evaluated, mainly
focus in two aspects: identification of the bronchial levels traversed, and validation of bronchi orientation in projected images as intuitive instructions for distal
routing. To do so, a set of virtual explorations on CT volumes using an interactive simulation platform developed in Unity were developed.
For each CT-scan of a patient, four virtual explorations were generated, covering the four main lobes: left and right upper lobes, noted LUL, RUL, and left
and right lower lobes, noted LLL, RLL. These paths were performed using the
central navigation without rotation around the scope. For each path, a sequence
of intuitive instructions (upper-left, upper-right, down-left, down-right) was extracted using our method. These instructions were validated by three experts
who tried to reproduce the path in the simulation platform using the instructions supplied at each level detected by the graph. Experts were asked to identify
instructions not corresponding to an actual branching level to define a false level
rate (FLR). At each bifurcation where an expert could not reproduce the route
previously simulated, was also recorded to define a false instruction rate (FIR).
Data were managed and evaluated through generalized mixed models using
software R version 3.2.5. For each quality score (FLR, FIR), a different Poisson
model was adjusted to include the segmental lobe as a factor. Moreover, a random subject effect to account for intra-individual variability among cases and a
random effect to model inter-observer variability:
log(F IRijk) = β0 + β1 Lobe + P ati + Obsj + ijk
log(F LRijk) = β0 + β1 Lobe + P ati + Obsj + ijk
for P ati ∼ N (0, σP at ) denoting the random effect that models intra-patient
variability, Obsj ∼ N (0, σObs ) the random effect for inter-observer variability
and Lobe (with values LUL, RUL, LLL, RLL) for the grouping factor of the
four segmental lobes considered. Model assumptions were validated by means of
residual analysis and influential values. The model coefficients, p values and 95%
confidence interval (CI) for significance in main effects were also computed. The
CIs values were back transformed to the original scale for their interpretation.
Furthermore, a p value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
For our tests, ten cases were considered with paths reaching between the
sixth and twelfth bronchial level. Descriptive statistics, for instance, the average
and standard deviation (SD), also the model adjustment for both, FLR and FIR
as percentage way, are shown in Table 1. There are not any significant differences
across lung lobes for the rate of false detected levels with average overall values
in the range 3 ± 7. Nevertheless, the lower left lung lobe has a significantly worse
(p-val < 0.01) rate of false instructions with CIs equal to (5.2, 20.6)%.
The increase in the FIR value for the lower left lung lobe is mainly due
to the confusing instructions at the third generation, just after the LUL-LLL
branching point. Although the 3D geometry around the third generation presents
two branching points (thus, two levels), they are not appreciated in the projected

Table 1. Models for FLR and FIR.
Descriptive
Model
FLR
(%) mean SD coeff p-val
CI
RLL
LLL
RUL
LUL

0.0
3.3
1.8
7.0

0.0 1
7.2 0.5 0.33
3.5 0.4 0.4
12.4 1.0 0.07

(0.0,1.6)
(0.0, 3.4)
(0.0, 3.0)
(0.0, 6.0)

Descriptive
Model
FIR
(%) mean SD coeff p-val
CI
2.8
13
1.7
6.4

4.6 1
(0.6, 5.2)
11.7 1.3 <0.01 (5.2, 20.6)
4.0 -0.35 0.06 (0.1, 3.4)
8.7 0.64 0.08 (2.2, 10.5)

images due to a short distance between them. In fact, in projected images, the
LLL lumen is not visually identified and three airway lumens that correspond
to the projection of LLL next generation are visible. Therefore, from the point
of view of the operator, there are three possible airways to follow at the same
level, while for our codification there are two consecutive levels with two airways
each.
Figure 3 illustrates this phenomenon. Whereas the 3D structure in front of the
1
2
1
camera contains the segments vk → vk+1
and vk → vk+1
as well as vk+1
children
1
1
1
2
segments vk+1 → vk+2 and vk+1 → vk+2 , its projection shown in the right image
2
1
2
, vk+2
. This visual artifact also
, vk+2
only shows lumens corresponding to vk+1
occurs in intra-operative videos as the top image illustrates. The image shows
a frame extracted at the same position from an exploration performed on the
patient, which is used to generate the simulated image shown below.

v1k+2
v1k+1

v2k+2
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v1k+2
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Fig. 3. System failure at spatially close bifurcations, where projections skip one of
them and show three possible airways to follow.
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Conclusions

We have introduced a codification of the bronchial anatomy, for biopsy guiding
based on a symbolic representation of each patient’s airway anatomy as a binary
rooted tree. Tree nodes represent the bronchial levels, and their edges are labeled
according to the position of bronchi in virtual video bronchoscopy. This provides
to physicians a set of intuitive instructions during biopsy guiding.
Experiments on data simulating different routes to each pulmonary lobe allow
the validation of our approach as a system for supplying instructions in biopsy
guiding (with the successful average guiding of 94.7% ± 9.1% in the cases). Also,
we might correctly codify up to the tenth generation, forward of that, our segmentation approach needs some improvements. The statistical analysis detected
a bias in instructions for the left lower lobe introduced by the spatially close
consecutive levels, which are visualized as a single level with three lumens in
the projected images. In such cases, the system should issue a single instruction
instead of two. To avoid this phenomenon, the tree codification may be merged
consecutive levels into a single level, considering the branching point distance).
Although this is an off-line validation with simulated data, we might conclude that a guiding system based on bronchi orientation in 2D projections is
feasible and simple enough, and it might be easily deployed in operating rooms
with low costs. The integration of this approach into an interactive navigation
support system is currently under development [18], and we have the confidence
to compare it with the LungPoint system in a near future.
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